
Supercharge 
Snowflake governance 

The world’s leading data lineage solution is now on AWS 
Now in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Marketplace, Solidatus lets AWS customers seamlessly deploy 
the leading data lineage and metadata solution. With native integrations to AWS services like S3, 
Redshift, and Glue, plus connectivity to other data sources via JDBC, Solidatus delivers an integrated 
data landscape view across AWS and non-AWS environments. This unified approach allows for effective 
governance and risk management by bridging cloud, on-premises, and hybrid systems on one pane of 
glass.

Tailor business insights  
� Connect data sources for integrated analytics and improved decisions.  
� Identify data quality issues and inconsistencies affecting reporting. 
� Map data to critical business processes to streamline operations. 

� End-to-end data lineage across Amazon services
� Streamline data governance workflows
� Model future states and identify best pathways for 

change

� Rapidly embed risk controls into data and processes
� Mitigate regulatory and reputational risk 
� Automate manual processes

Approach compliance holistically   
� Visualize and align regulatory requirements with data flows across hybrid environments. 
� Identify and mitigate compliance gaps and risks in both AWS and non-AWS workloads. 
� Monitor holistic adherence to regulatory standards across AWS accounts. 

With an extensive list of trusted delivery partners like KPMG, Holley Holland and First Derivative, and 
out-of-the-box integrations with leading data management vendors like Collibra, Snowflake, Alteryx, 
Google BigQuery, BigID, Denodo, Data.World, Informatica, Oracle, SnapLogic, Microsoft, and IBM Redhat, 
Solidatus gives AWS customers confidence in leveraging their data from end to end.

Unlock the true power 
of AWS

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-hgwtagukiojri
https://hubs.ly/Q021f8hs0
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Enhance data security   
� Visualize end-to-end data flows to reveal security gaps and risks. 
� Map security controls and policies directly to data sources.  
� Gain visibility to ensure compliance and uncover hidden impacts. 

We’d love to hear your data 
challenges and show you 
how Solidatus can help. For a 
personalized consultation and 
demo, visit solidatus.com or 
email us at hello@solidatus.com

Watch a short video to understand the unique benefits of intergrating Solidatus 
with AWS Glue.

Scan to see Solidatus and AWS at work 

Unlock efficiency through automation    
� Automate manual processes, boosting operational efficiency and reducing human error. 
� Collaboratively visualize, plan, and execute changes while ensuring regulatory adherence.   
� Streamline compliance efforts by rapidly embedding risk controls into data and processes.

https://hubs.ly/Q021f8hs0
https://hubs.ly/Q01-GN1F0
https://www.solidatus.com/
mailto:hello%40solidatus.com?subject=Personalized%20consultation%20and%20demo
https://vimeo.com/885183960/c8694f101d?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/885183960/c8694f101d?share=copy

